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3 V M M A It Y 

it "the 

effects on the flattening distribution of galaxiesli Saitplea 

Wo |ii •••lit results of» a study of environment ' / 

of different Morphological types in regions of high and- low 

projected galaxian density were prepared using the Uppsala 

Ceneral Catalogue of Galaxies. No significant differences 

were detected for the C and spiral galaxies. However -our 

study- suggest that there is an excess of flat Si systems in 

regions of high galaxian density with respect( .the field 

systens.Ve imej-pwet these "flat" S*'s fi being gas «tripped 

Sa galaxies and we-discuss also the consequences of such a 

hypothesls^?^______- ' t-r^-ir-jo*: 
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I K T R O D U C I I O X 

There, .is still « large controversy Jf the envlronaént 

of • particular galaxy n*y influence its evolution sod atructuro. 

The well known fact that S» to spiral galaxies ratio increases 

with the galaxian density (Abell, 1965; Oenler, 1974; Meloick 

and Sargent, 1977) leads to the idea that S* • galaxies in 

clusters are originated fron gas 'stripped spirals.Spitaer and 

Baade (1951) proposed that such a stripping, would be caused by 

collisions anong galaxies while Gunn and Cott (1972) invoked 

the ran pressure, due to the notion of the galaxy inside an 

intracluster nediua, as being the gas sweeping nechanisn.A hot 

intracluster gas, as the X-ray observations indiccie, nay alto 

renove the interstellar gas fron galaxies through "ihernal-

evaporatlon" (Cowie and Songaila, 1977)* 

The observed sinilarity in the light distribution 

between the disks of S* and spiral galaxies does not In itself 

prove that, both types are sinilar in other properties. The 

eventual sinilarity Vttween the intrinsic shape of these ga

laxies could be another argunent favouring such a theory. The 

dynanical characteristics of a galaxy are a consequence of the 

initial conditions at the beginning of the collapse. These 

characteristics êr* rather difficult to change, unless the 

galaxy suffer a close collision or nerger with another one. 

Since the classical work on the intrinsic flattening' 

of galaxies.by Sandage, Freenan, and Stokes (1970)» concluding 

that Si's and spirals have the sane intrinsic distribution, 

different authors have studied this problen, obtaining none 

«entradiflory results» , 
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Koerdlinger (1979) with the same sample used by 

Sandage et al. reached the conclusion th«t the spiral data," 

without a correction for extinction due to dust in the plane 

of spirals.do not agree vith the same intrinsic Gaussian which 

describes the flattening distribution of the S#'s. More re

cently, Okamura ec al. (I98l) have reanalysed this same sample 

and another by v*n den Bergh (1977), also prepared on the basis 

of the First Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de 

Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs,I9Ó4) and their results in

dicate that one cannot conclude that both Sa•s and spirals have 

the saae intrinsic flattening distribution. The spiral galaxies 

have a higher dispersion and there ar* more round systems 

aaong these objects than the S •' s. Okamura et al.(!98lj have 

also analysed a sample from the Second Reference Catalogue 

(de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Corwin, 197.6") where the 

axial ratio is given at a higher isophotal level (25 mag/sq. arc. 

sec). Vith such a sample they obtained for the Sa's a bi-. 

modal intrinsic distribution which agrees also with the results 

of Binney and de Vaucouleurs (l93l) in their own analysis of 

the Second Reference Catalogue data. 

Another important point also to bo considered is 

to verify if the flattening distribution is altered following 

the gslaxian density of the ambient medium. In fact, the in

ternal heating associated with rapid collisions appears to be 

unable to transnute disk galaxies into elliptical systems, 

but a significant thickening may result from these tidal in

teractions (Farouki and Shapiro, !96l). 

The possible environment effects en the flattening 

distribution of galaxies were not yet sufficiently studied and 

they sro one of the goals of the present work.'However we 
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•hould mention the work by Thompson (1976), who fro* o sample 

of eight rich clusters concluded that the intrinsic ' dls- * 

tribution of axial ratios is nearly the same as that of the 

"field". He also'pointed out for the existence of a bi-modal 

intrinsic distribution for the Se's. Moreover, if ve consider 

the ellipticity data of E galaxies in Abell 426 (Perseus) by 

Strom and Strom (1978), we conclude that there ãr9 more round 

systems in the core, where the density is higher, than in the 

outer region. This could be an indication of some thickening 

due to tidal forces. However, due to the small number of ob

jects in the sample, such a trend can bo considered only 

marginally significant. 

In this paper we present our resists concerning the 

flattening distribution of galaxies, using a large sample of 

objects provided by the Uppsala General Catalogue «f Galaxies* 

(Wilson, 1973).*Th.-nks to this large number of objects it was 

possible to study the ellipticity distribution following tj»e 

galaxian density of the acbient medium and thus to verify-if 

environment effects are present. 

Although our analysis suggests some thickening among 

elliptical-galaxies in dense regions, the statistical differ

ences between our samples ara not significant. On the other 

•hand, we will show that there is a significant difference 

between the flattening distribution of the Sv's as s function 

of the density of the ambient medium, which cannot be ex

plained in terms of tidal interactions. 

In the next sections we present the analysis of the 

data,'the result* for the different morphological types and a 

dlseussJcn of theftc results. 



TOE ANALYSIS OP THE CATALOCDE 

* 

V* have used th« UCC en a magnetic tape . obtained 

'rom the Centre des Données Stellaires of Strasbourg; Fro* 

the catalogue data, the galactic coordinate* of each object 

were calculated and we have selected only those with br_ >_ 38° 

in order to minimize interstellar extinction effects. The 

objects without axial ratio data or an uncertain Morphological 

classification were also rejected in our analysis.The available 

catalogue contains J2942 objects and we have rejected 7112 

galaxies in the preparation of our sample of axial ratio data. 

Dressier (lySO) found a smooth variation of the 

population ratio with the local ambient galaxian density and 

not with any overall property of the cluster where the galaxies 

are located. Therefore, in order to study the possible effects 

of the anbient medium on the flattening, we have considered 

cells of 4 sqr.deg. and counted the number of objects in each 

of such a domain. The total number of cells covered by the 

catalosue was 3933. The densest regions contain from 20 to 

30 objects and they'coincide with rich clusters of galaxies.In 

our analysis, we have divided the objects in two main groups: 

the first ore, includes objects localised inside regions with 

5 or less objects per cell (hereafter called "field" galaxies) 

and a second one, composed of objects--inside cells with 10 or 

•ore galaxies. The probability of finding N galaxies inside a 

. given cell due to a random association is given by s binomial 

distribution, We have estimated that the probability for such 

an association be produced by chance is 0.01. 

From this result we concluded that our sample '.on-
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taining more than IP galaxies par call •*• probably real 

physical associations with a confidence level of oo£, in . *-

greement with the fact already nentioned that they coincide 

generally with rich clusters. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to prepare staples of objects in dense regions, due 

to the large fluctuations caused by the decreasing number of 

galaxies.inside bins of different flattening. 

The objects of different Morphological types and 

localised in different regions -of projected density were 

counted inside ten bins of apparent axial ratio. Ve have also 

not attempted to consider a larger nuaber of bins in order to 

avoid statistical fluctuations. We have concentrated * all the 

data we have used in the appendix to facilitate Che reading 

of the text. 

Possible systematic effects in the Morphological 

classification and in the quality of the axial.ratio data of 

the VGC were also analysed. Ve have first compared our sample 

'with galaxies in the Revised Sh*pley-Aaes Catalogue (Sandage 

and Tamman, 1980) assumed as being a reference f>r eorphdbg ical 

classification. There are 669 objects common to both samples 

which were used in such a comparison. Since the UCCdaasi.fle

et ion is not as detailed as that of the RSA,we have simplified 

the classification scheme eliminating the intermediate types 

and grouping barred and non-barred galaxixs. Ve concluded that 

in general the coincidences are within the range, of 7O-80Í do» 

pending on the type. As a further test we have looked for the 

presence of possible systematic effects in the morphological 

classification as a function of the local density of galaxies. 

The ga.-r«ies common to both catalogues were divided in two 

groups* the first, representing '/ield* galaxies (Si «, 5) *»«' 
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the second, "non-field" objects localized in cells with five 

or «ore objects. For each region we have examined the number df 

coincident and non-cnincident classifications and then, a 

standard contingency analysis was applied. In neither case we 

could eliminate the null hypothesis,, namely,the classification 

is independent of the density. 

In order to test the reliability of the UGC data, we 

have cootpared our apparent axial ratio distribution with that 

derived fro* the RC2 by Binncy and de Vaucouleurs (1981}. In 

such a coaparaison we applied the axial ratio • transformation 

coefficients defined in th<s RC2. In fact the two saaples are 

not strictly equivalent because th«s UCC classification is not 

as detailed as that of the RC2. However, in spite of these 

slight differences, we have found a quite good agreement 

between the axial ratio distribution of both samples. The 

difference between the mean axial ratios derived fro» both set 

of data do not exceed 0*02. The only exception is the Sa sub-

saeplr. This is due to the fact that Binney and de Vaucouleurs 

included also 5>/a galaxies, which are rounder systeas.ActuáUy 

if we calculate the average axial ratio jf the UCC S» sample, 

which is coaaon with the RSA, we obtain an excellent agreement 

with that derived fros the RC2. 

THE AXALYSIS OP TOE FLATTEX'XS BTJfTKIBCTXOXS 

In order to test if the sample from "field* galaxies 

and from dense regions have a significant difference, we have 

compared the distributions from both density levels with the 

ezpeetati<*.( based on the null I»:'«otbesix of independence 



with the projected galaxian density. If this is true, then the 

observed distribution can be expressed as the product of the 

marginal distributions in density and in axial ratio. In this 

case, from the observed marginal distribution we can calculate 

the predicted distribution that should be compared with the 

actual observed distribution. In order to verify the iade» 

pendencc hypothesis, we have applied the chi-square test 

between the calculated and the observed distribution. For the 

elliptical galaxies, no significant differences were detected 

between the considered saeples. As a further check, we have 

used the Kolmogorov-Snirnov test for histograms to verify if 

both sanpi.es cane from the sane parent distribution. The saae 

conclusion was also obtained, i.e., the null hypothesis cannot, 

be discarded on the basis of the actual data, within a level 

of significance of 0.01. In spite of these negative results,we 

should emphasize the following point: the average apparent* 

axial ratio of E-galaxies in regions with nor* -ban 20 objects 

per cell (39 galaxies) is p • 0.82, while such a ratio is 

p •» 0.73 'or 37 objects localized in cells with 2 or 1 object. 

Clearly, an analysis bssed on a larger sample of objects is 

needed. 

» 

Concerning the analysis of the spiral galaxies (all 

types grouped together), we have obtained the sane results,na

mely, the null hypothesis cannot be rejer d within a level 

of significance of 0.01. On the other hand, the analysis of 

the 5?'s data gave a quite different and unexpected result. 

Both the study of the marginal distributions in density and* 

in axial ratio as well ** the Kolmogorov-Sairnov test,resulted 

in a rejection of the null hypothesis within a confidence Irvel 

higher than if. 

http://sanpi.es
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Figure 1 tthows th« apparent axial ratio distribution 

for the different morphological types and for "field" and 

galaxies localized in dense regions. We can observe the dra

matic difference between the "field" Sa's and those in dense 

regions. There is clearly an excess of flat systems in the 

5t*s distribution for galaxies associated with dense regions. 

The difference is such that we may have the impression' that 

we are dealing with tw«? rather different populations. Taking 

into account the number of objects in each sample, statistical 

fluctuations cannot explain such a result. 

In order to test if this effect i* real and not an 

artifact of the UGC sample, we have examined the common sample 

with the RSA Catalogue. We have considered S*'s *.;£th coincident 

classification and separeted them in two groups: one, with 24 

objects, localized in cells with 5 or less galaxies and a 

second, with 36 objects, localized in cells with 10 or mure 

galaxies. For all these objects we have used the RC2 axial 

ratio. The main conclusion is that the lenticulars in dense 

regions are indeed flatter than those in the "field". In dense 

regions, 14? of the objects have an axial ratio let* than 

P • 0.33 «Kile in low density regions this fraction is only 81. 

The flattening cf a galaxy depends on .the initial 

«onditionr of the collapse and numerical experiments have 

shown that stellar systems have long memories. This means that 

«nee the collapse has initiated, the dynamical characteristics 

•r« established in a relative short time scale end, in this 

case collisions »r* not important to alter significantly the 

shape of the galaxy. Certainly the tidal interactions in • 

dense medium can produce some thickening, but certainly not 

any dramatic change. On the other hand, tiJal interactions 
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cannot explain our result*, because what we observe is an 

excess of flat systems among Se/s in dense regions. . Under 

these conditions, it is possible that we are indeed dealing 

with systens which had different origins. 

If we now compare the apparent axial ratio dis

tribution for the different spiral types lS*t Sb, Sc) we can 

observe that the Sc's and the Sb's systens do not differ con

siderably from the total spiral distribution, but the Sa's 

present a concentration of objects near 0.35» which is also 

seen in the S+'s localized in dense regions. Vould thiaindc*te 

some connection between both types? 
» 

Before entering into the discussion of this orobleo, 

we would like to emphasize the following points: we have based 

our analysis on the apparent axial-ratio distributions since 

the inversion procedures used to obtain the intrinsic dis

tributions introduce always «one noise.- In spite of this, we 

have derived numerically the intrinsic axial-ratio dstribuions 

and our results can be- summarized as follows: 

a'- For the E-galaxies we have assumed that they can be noddled 

by oblate ellipsoids and that the intrinsic flattening 

distribution could be represented by a Gaussian, The pa

rameters which characterise the distribution (the medal 

value and the variance) were obtained through a numerical 

iterative procedure. We have cheeked our' algorithm cal

culating the parameters of the elliptical galaxies in the 

Revised Shapley-Ames Catalogue, comparing our results 

with those by Dinggoli (198O), who her. analysed such a 

samrJe. For oblate ellipsoids we have obtained a modal 

veluv of n - 0,69 and a variance • • 0.16, which s'lould 

be compared with the values q • 0.69 and • • 0.17 derived 
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by Biaggeli. The reswA^. or our calculations arc «u—rfecd 

in Table I, where it is given the nodal value and the 

variance which characterise the intrinsic distribution 

for the two different density regions already nentioned. 

'The results obtained indicate that the average axial ratio 

of E-galaxies localised in dense regions is higher than 

those in the "field". Moreover, the dispersion in axial* 

ratios is also larger for objects in dense regions.However 

this result should be considered only Marginally, since 

we have tested if one of the drrived intrinsic distribution 

could represent both aaaples and our results, through a 

chi-square test, imply that the difference obtained for 

«he resulting intrinsic distribution is significant * only 

at the 755 level. Siailar results were obtained Modelling 

the E-galaxies by prolate ellipsoids. 

b • For the flat systems, we have assuned that they could be 

representee by s thin disk of radius £ with a sphere of 

radius b at the center. Using a numerical procedure de

veloped by de Souza (1983)» we have obtained the intrinsic 

distributions with the following results. No striking di

fferences are present when we consider all spirals together. 

Both "field" and dense region sanples show a strong con

centration of galaxies near the true axial ratio 0.15 and 

around a "secondary" peak at 0.55* This peak is probably 

significant since it appears in .the distribution of prac

tically sll flat systems. About 9* of all "field* spirals 

mrm concentrated around this secondary naxinua, while 90? 

have an intrinsic flattening less than 0.40. These bi-nodA 

distributions «re in agreenent with the findings by Okanura 

et a). (1911) and by Binney and de Vaucouleurs (19Í1). The 

intrinsic distribution for S " * and «jirals in the "f.eld" 

mrt definitively different (seo figure 2). On the *vr»f 
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the "field" «pirais are flatter systems than the St'a in 

the field. Figure 2 shows also the conspicuous differences 

• between the intrinsic flattening for "field"S*'s and for 

those localised in dense regions* 

These results essentially confira the conclusions 

based on the direct data, namely, the apparent axial ratio 

distributions* 
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D I S C U S S I O N S 

V* have analysed a larga sample of axial ratio die-

fcributions fro» galaxies in the UCC, which has allowed a study 

of tha flattening in regions with different galaxian density. 

Mo largo differences following the galaxian density 

for the distribution of axial ratios are observed when we' 

consider the overall spiral types. However the distribution 

of the Sa's is significant different from the other spirals. 

From our analysis is quite clear that the flattening 

of "field" S*'s and spirals is rather different, suggesting 

that a "stripping" origin for these S?'s is improbable.However 

the flsttening distribution for the Sf's in dense regions' 

presents an "excess" of flat St systems when compared to that 

in the "field". Could such an "excess" indicate that these flat 

St's have a different origin than those ,of tho "field"? Could 

these systems be stripped Sa galaxies? 

The evidences in favour arid against this theory 

were reviewed recently by Bothun (1982), who analysed tho 

efficiency of the proposed sweeping mechanisms as well as the 

observational support for and against stripping. 

Fro» the observational point of view, it seems to • 

exist an environment effect on the gas content of galaxies,in

dependent whether this gas is ionised or neutral. Gisler(1978) 

concluded that the detection frequency of emission lines in 

galaxies 'for all the morpholofirxl types) deeresses in en 

envlronntnt of high galaxian dens*by* 
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Observations of HI content of spiral galaxies . in 

Virgo and Coma also show the presence of gas-poor galaxies 

(Sullivan and Johnson, 1978; Charmaraux, Balkowskl and Cerard 

1980; Sullivan et.al., 19(1). In Hercules, Ciovanelli et «1., 

Í1981) concluded that the gas content shows a tendency to be 

deficient near the denser parts of the supercluster end it 

appears to be coupled with the X-ray emission intensity rather 

than the galaxian density. They also mention that the gslaxies 

which are significantly gas deficient in their saaple are 

redder than those with normal HI content, in agreement with 

theoretical expectations (Biermann and Tinsley, 1975)* 

* 

The deficiency in the HI content is measured by a 

parameter which essentially gives the difference between the* 

distance independent ratio M
H T A B measured for a cluster ga

laxy and a mean value for the corresponding morphological* 

type. This procedure may be misleading, following the analysis 

by Bothun (1982), due to morphological classification problems* 
• 

Wo have reconsidered this problem, analysing the HI 

content in Ss galaxiea, using a sample of those objects with 

21 cm measurements made by Huchtneier*(1982). Por each ga

laxy in common with our sample, we have estimated t^e local 

galaxian density, following the recipe slready described.' 

Instead of defining any "deficiency parameter",we have plotted 

directly the ratio W|,jAB *» * function pt the local-projected 

galaxian density (figure 3). As we should expect, a large 

spatter is observed, but a clear tendency can be seen in the . 

sense that the 5a galaxies in dense rsgions are sistenstieslly 

gas .deficient. In the low density regions the gas content ra

ges from rae-poor to gas-rich galaxies but In the dense re

gions, the 8a galaxies with a high gas content arm entirely 

absent. 
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In spite of these favourable observational indic

ations for the operation of stripping mechanisms, Dressier 

(I9S0) argues that the bulges of Se galaxies are intrinsically 

larger than those of the spirals. However, it is possible that 

twa types of S« galaxies may exist (Giovanelli et al.,- 1981): 

an old one, primordial in origin and a second one that re

sults from the evolution of gas stripped spirals (Sa's?) in 

regions of high galaxian density and/or in regions of high 

intracluster medium density. These swept spirals would produce 

S» galaxies that will be flatter systems as -our ellipticity 

analysis suggest. We would also expect that these flat systems 

would be slightly bluer than the "primordial" population. 

Sat.dage and Visvanathan (1978 a,b) found no color differences 

among- S«'s inside and outside of clusters. However Michard 

(1979) and Aaronson et al. (I98l) found some evidence for 

color variation as a function of the environment since they 

claim that the Sc's in Coma are slightly bluer than in Virgo.. 

This is what one should expect since the average density in 

C O M is higher and therefore presenting a higher probability 

of having some stripping mecanism working. Clearly more 

observations on this point are necessary. 

Finally, we recognize that any analysis based on 

morphological classifications can be criticized (Oothun, 1982) 

but in spite of these problems, we think that the transmu

tation of spiral. (Sa's) into Se'e is a valid hypothesis. 

Our results suggest the existence of environment effects on 

the intrinsic flattening distribution of 5» galaxies which can 

nicely be understood through that scenario and thus giving 

further support to the idea that, at least, some lenticular 

galaxies »ro stripped spirals. 
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T A B L E 

• 1 1 
CALAXZES PER CELLl q ! c 

1 O i 

N < 5 

j s > io 

0.700 

0.755 

K* 

0.134 2.089 

0.20011.312 

- 19 • 

Parameters of the Gaussians which characterize the intrinsic 

flattening distribution of E-gaiaxles. The fourth column eives 

the corresponding chi-square for each derived distribution. 
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The basic data used in this work are given n Tables 

A.l and A.2. For each table, the first coltmn indicates 

the morphological type and the second one gives the galaxlan 

density of the considered region. The lines for M >0 indicate 

the total number of objects in the sample for each bin. The 

other columns give the number of objects in tne considered 

bin. In table A.2 S_. means the sum of all spiral types, in 
Tot "~ 

eluding those simply classified am S... by Vilson. 
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FIGURE I - The apparent flattening distribution for the . di

fferent Morphological types in regions of different 

galaxian density. The full line corresponds to the 

"field" galaxies while the dotted line, galaxies 

in dense regions. 

FIGURE 2 - The intrinsic'flattening distribution for spiral 

and Sa galaxies in different doatains of galaxian 

density. 

FIGURE 3 - The HI contenttMUT/L_) ratio) for Sa galaxies as 
ill c 

a function of the projected galaxian density. M Is 
o o 

the nusber of galaxies per cell of 2 x 2 •. 
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